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It's Christmas Eve at JFK in NYC. Charlotte's flight is cancelled when a blizzard blows in, and
Anthony can't bear to go home and face his break-up. So, they set out into the city together,
focused on fixing their broken hearts. They start to fall for each other, but are split up by a
subway ride mistake! Part Before Sunrise, part Sleepless in Seattle, this delightful story will
appeal to anyone who sees the romance in a swirl of snowflakes at the top of the Empire State
Building, or anyone who's wondered if true love was waiting at the other end of the airport
ticket counter.
Longing to be part of the in-crowd at her exclusive London school, orphaned, sixteen-year-old
Scarlett, a trained gymnast, eagerly accepts an invitation to a party whose disastrous outcome
changes her life forever.
Kiss Me Quick Before I Shoot shares the wild behind-the-scenes tales of a filmmaking career.
With 100 production credits from docs to TV shows to feature films, Guy Magar's Hollywood
stories include his first producer turning out to be a Mafia assassin, shooting in Egypt for the
original BATTLESTAR GALACTICA, directing a grunting Mr. T on THE A-TEAM, almost
decapitating a young Drew Barrymore, and coming close to derailing James Cameron's career
(or slowing it down as he proved too talented for anyone to change his destiny). This is about
living the great Hollywood dream and falling in love.
Lottie Moggach's thrilling Kiss Me First is the inspiration for the major Channel 4 and Netflix TV
series from the co-author of Skins, Bryan Elsey. Shortlisted for the Guardian First Book Award.
Teenage identity in the digital age is explored in this innovative, unsettling and powerful
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coming-of-age story about a life lived online. Sheltered and obsessive, Leila spends more time
online than in the real world. So she seems like the ideal person to take over the virtual identity
of the vivacious and fragile Tess, who wants to disappear. But even with all the facts at her
fingertips, there are things that Leila can't possibly know about Tess – or herself – until it is too
late . . .
Kiss Me, I'm Irish is a collection of 5 short stories, each loosely attached and all taking place on
St. Patrick's Day. An adorable lovestruck ginger boy will kiss his best friend for the first time. A
young woman will make an incredible connection with the only friend who will ever understand
her situation. Two country boys share an intimate encounter. A drunken Irish man finds himself
in a funny situation after being stood up when he gets talking to a pretty woman, and a happily
married couple of fifty years recount decades of fond memories. Includes: - Kiss, Me I'm Irish
(original story) - Louder Than Drums - Midnight Taxi - Almost - The History Of A Bench
Can two hearts come together in one divided town? As a boy, Nash Hawthorne spent
countless afternoons on the Louisiana side of Cottonbloom with Tally Fournette, wading in the
river, peeling oranges and catching frogs. When illness stole his mother, Nash yearned to take
Tally and run away—for good. Instead, he crossed the state line to live with his aunt. It was a
short distance as the crow flies, but it swept him into a whole new world... After Nash left, Tally
managed to struggle through her own losses without him. But now that she’s crossed paths
with him again—at Cottonbloom College, where the grown-up, gorgeous Nash teaches
history—she is reminded of their cherished youthful connection...and an attraction that has only
gotten stronger with age. Between Tally’s possessive ex and Nash’s snobbish aunt, no one
thinks they belong together. In a town torn apart by old resentments and rivalries, can they find
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their way back to the life they once shared—and turn their long-lost dreams into a real and
lasting love?

He Kissed Me FirstCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Vibrant, beautiful, and outspoken, Keisha will stop at nothing to get what she
wants, even if it means stepping over boundaries and betraying friendships.
Prada, Gucci, D&G, and Louis V. are the only friends she needs. Her roommate,
Nikki, finds out the hard way when she decides to pursue an education instead of
hustling men for money. Keisha's motto is "It's all about me," and she takes
offense at Nikki's decision. No one is supposed to outshine Keisha, so she
orchestrates a vicious plan to derail Nikki's dream at any cost. Leaving her
friendship in the dirt, Keisha doesn't hesitate to accept when her uncle
approaches her with a job offer. He wants her to get a few artists to sign to his
label, Top Dot Records. The art of seduction is something she has perfected, and
with her beauty, she can hypnotize anyone into being her boy toy. She believes
she's on the verge of a huge payday. Little does she know that she will have to
work extra hard to get Bling to sign. He's a newlywed who is very much in love
with his wife. His marriage means nothing to Keisha, and she will get him to sign
a contract one way or another. Keisha takes the game a little too far when she
decides to date two artists at the same time. To her it's all fun and games, but it
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soon becomes one of the biggest mistakes that could turn her comfortable, posh
life into a war zone that might end up taking friends and family to the grave.
Indulge with these irresistible and heart-warming winter romances by USA Today
bestselling author Sarah Morgan! Featuring previously published titles The
Italian’s New-Year Marriage Wish and The Doctor’s Engagement. Originally
published in 2007 and 2001. Dr. Avanti claims his bride! As the snow falls gently
on the Cornish streets, Amy Avanti summons up her courage and opens the door
to Penhally Bay Surgery, knowing it will take her back to another life where she
was adoringly in love with her husband—and now she’s back to finally set him
free. But sexy Italian Dr. Marco Avanti simply wants her back by his side, saving
lives by day, making love by night. Marco’s never stopped loving Amy, and he’s
going to find out what is causing the shadows under his darling wife’s eyes. With
the New Year approaching they are going to make a new beginning—and make
their marriage magical again! His fake fiancée! Holly knew that she was possibly
the only woman in Dr. Mark Logan’s life who had never fallen head over heels in
love with him! They had been best friends since childhood, so when he needed
her to pretend to be his fiancée, she couldn’t refuse… She hoped his gentle,
protective strength would help her to get her life back on track again—but all it
took was one single breath-taking kiss for Holly to discover that being Mark’s
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fiancée was altogether a whole new experience…!
In order to deal with the previous Boyfriend and Sis Chi, she did not hesitate to
marry a man with crippled legs. However, after confirming the truth, it was not
really a good thing for Zhi Jian to say that he was crippled. As the Traditional
Chinese Doctor s for many years, she was the one who specialized in bragging.
With raised eyebrows, he said in a disapproving manner, "I'll cure my kidney
deficiency first before coming here to brag!"
'Aphrodite kissed a mortal once by the light of this moon, many thousands of
years ago. It drove him crazy. The next person that he kissed - boum. The
craziness travelled like this from person to person. It travelled through time.
Everywhere - boum! Tu comprends?' 'Where did it end up?' I whisper. His lips are
on my cheek now. 'It ended with me. And now I am going to pass it to you. You
will like that, mermaid?' Imagine the perfect kiss. A legendary kiss that makes
people crazy with love. Imagine a summer's night, on a moonlit beach in the
South of France, as French boy Laurent kisses 16-year-old Delilah after the best
chat-up line she's ever heard. BOOM! Delilah is pretty sure the Kiss is fiction,
despite her head-spinning holiday fling. But with all the sudden crushes, breakups and melt-downs happening back at home, the Kiss starts looking a little too
real for comfort. If only Delilah could keep track of where it's gone ... Who knew
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one kiss could cause this much trouble? A hilarious rom-com that will delight
Geek Girls everywhere!
Let's face it, going for that first kiss can be an ordeal. But fear no more! In 'How
To Kiss A Girl For The First Time, ' Jessica James gives you tips about kissing to
keep you relaxed and confident while your lady will be left breathless
A determined gigolo. A slightly conniving best friend. A really conniving best friend. A
woman who won’t take no for an answer. And a couple of white lies with some very
persistent consequences. For most people, all that would just add up to a very bad day.
For Kira Weston, it might just be the answer she’s been looking for... Six months ago,
she walked out of a three year relationship with the man of her dreams, saying goodbye
to the life she thought they’d have. Not because she didn’t love him. Because she
loved him too much to settle for only the pieces of his heart he was willing to share. Not
a moment has gone by that she hasn’t wondered if she made a horrendous mistake,
but there’s no going back now. Or is there? Suddenly, Ethan Rourke is back and he
needs a small favor. All she'd have to do is pretend to be back in his life. Back in his
arms. Back in his bed. He says it will save his career and his reputation. He says it’s an
innocent request. But what he says and how he looks at her—how he touches her—are
two very different things. Losing him once almost destroyed her. If she tries again with
this new Ethan who is promising to finally be the partner she’s always needed, she’s
going to have to do a lot more than face a few past mistakes. She’ll have to deal with a
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few present ones she never saw coming. But won’t it be worth it if she can get a
second chance unlock his heart? Or will she discover that it belonged to her all along?
A river divides Cottonbloom in two: the upscale enclave on the Mississippi side and the
rundown, rough and tumble side in Louisiana. They’re worlds apart—but nothing can
build a bridge like love... Cade Fournette never had it easy Cottonbloom. He stuck
around long enough to raise his orphaned siblings and then hightailed it out West—and
never looked back. Even though he’s made a success of himself in Seattle, Cade
never lost the toughness and the angry edge that helped him survive down South. His
only weak spot: the girl he left behind... Monroe Kirby came from the wealthy side of
town, but that didn’t protect her from her mother’s drinking—or her mother’s boyfriend.
It was Cade who did that, on a long-ago hot September night, before he
disappeared...along with a piece of her heart. Now Monroe is a physical therapist who
can fight for herself, and it’s Cade who could use some conditioning when he makes
an unexpected return back home. Will he and Monroe pick up where they left off and
finally explore their mutual passion—or will the scars and secrets of the past divide them
once more?
HE SAID... "Trust me - If there's one thing I'm not attracted to, it's the shrieking, overlydramatic shrew that's taken over my sister's apartment. And what is up with her hair? I
know what I want; an easy, uncomplicated lay - and Cecelia Carter sure as shit isn't
one. But I never could resist a challenge, and vow to wipe that condescending grin off
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her pretty face. Aw, shit. Did I just call her pretty..?" - Matthew Wakefield SHE SAID...
"Trust me - If there's one thing I'm not attracted to, it's an arrogant, selfish and foulmouth hockey player. I know what I want; someone who's good for my body and soul
and makes me laugh - and Matthew Wakefield isn't any of those things. I cannot stand
the sight of him; I mean, what a jackass. If I refuse to give him anything but sass and
sarcasm, it's only because he deserves it..." - Cecelia Carter
According to newly single Kelly Newsome, whoever came up with the idea of a lesbian
resort located on a warm tropical island is a goddess. Kelly’s bound and determined to
experience everything, and everyone, the island has to offer. Matt Parker is on her first
“real grown up” vacation since her wife died six years ago, leaving her to raise their
young son alone. With no responsibilities to tie her down, Matt’s not looking for
anything other than a good time and toe-curling, no strings attached sex. Neither one
expects to meet the woman who could give them their last first kiss.
The delightful follow-up to Kiss Me in New York. Serena Fuentes won’t waste one
moment of her whirlwind trip to Paris. She has it all mapped out, right down to the
photos she will take, and the last thing she wants is a change in plans. Yet suddenly
she’s touring the city with Jean-Luc, a French friend of her sister’s boyfriend. He has
to take pictures of his own if he ever hopes to pass his photography class, and his
project totally slows Serena down. One minute they’re bickering, the next minute
they’re bonding … and soon they’re exploring corners of Paris together that Serena
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never imagined. Could they also be falling in love?
The author shows how to be a romantic man for those who have yet to meet a mate, for
those who are dating, and for those who are already married.
There is little hope for sanctuary in the midst of the tumultuous Scottish border wars, yet one
woman may find safe refuge... in the arms of her sworn enemy... Jennet Graeme has
witnessed terrible tragedy during the many years of strife between the Scots and the English.
As Scottish invaders plunder her convent sanctuary, she defiantly resists the blond warrior who
claims her as his prize. But his brute strength is overpowering and Jennet is forced to ride with
him through the lawless lands, tending to the wounded, protected and desired by a man she
wants to hate... but cannot... Sir Hacon Gillard is moved by Jennet's compassion and mercy.
As a loyal knight, he's pledged fealty to his king's command, even as he loses his heart to this
remarkable woman. Merciless in combat... yet there burns within him a spark for something far
beyond the heat of battle...
Reissue originally published 1996 Friends to lovers… When Frankie Paresky was twelve, she
had a mad crush on her best friend Leila’s older brother, Simon. And while grown-up Francine
still appreciates that Simon’s handsome-hot-and-sexy factor is off the scale, she’s well aware
that he’s Sunrise Key’s most notorious ladies’ man. She’s glad to be his friend—his sharp
sense of humor and love of laughter makes him fun to be around—but she’s careful to follow
the “ten foot pole” rule. If she lets him get too close, her resistance starts to melt—but Simon
only does short-term flings and Frankie’s looking for forever. On a madcap adventure… Simon
Hunt can’t stop making trench-coat-and-fedora jokes when Frankie gets a license to become a
private eye. Sunrise Key isn’t exactly overrun with crime or mysteries that need solving, so
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she’s as surprised as he is when a client walks in to her office and drops a hefty retainer on
her desk. Her first big assignment seems daunting: find a man named “John” who vacationed
on the island over a decade ago. But Frankie’s lived in the tiny tourist town her entire life and
she soon realizes that the key to finding John lies in her tracking down his stepson—who just
happens to be the boy with whom she shared her first kiss. As Simon plays Dr. Watson to
Frankie’s Sherlock Holmes, he quickly realizes that she’s good at solving mysteries. And
when—not if, when—she finds and reconnects with her long-ago love, Simon might lose her
forever. And suddenly, for this life-long fan of the one-night-stand, the idea of forever with
Frankie is a whole lot less terrifying than the thought of forever without her… Welcome back to
Sunrise Key! Set in 1996 in fictional Sunrise Key, Florida, The Kissing Game is the second
book in the Sunrise Key trilogy, which includes Kiss and Tell (#1) and Otherwise Engaged (#3).
The Kissing Game was originally published in 1996. Awards • Romantic Times WISH Award
for Simon Hunt • Nominated for RT’s Best Loveswept of the Year
Can an up-and-coming horror actress and the makeup artist for her newest "creature feature"
turn on-set chemistry into the romance of a lifetime? Lilah Silver's a young actress who dreams
of climbing out of B-list stardom. She's been cast as the lead in what could be her breakout
performance...but if she wants to prove herself to everyone who ever doubted her, she's going
to need major help along the way. Noa Birnbaum may be a brilliant makeup artist and special
effects whiz-kid, but cracking into the union is more difficult than she imagined. Keeping
everyone happy is a full-time job, and she's already run ragged. And yet when the beautiful
star she's been secretly crushing on admits to fears of her own, Noa vows to do everything in
her power to help Lilah shine like never before. Long hours? Exhausting work? No problem.
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Together they can take the world by storm...but can the connection forged over long hours in
the makeup chair ever hope to survive the glare of the spotlight?
A mad Nazi plot gives Cassidy a chance to save his estranged wife—or lose her forever As the
dust settles on World War II, detective Lew Cassidy’s wife has come back from the dead. A
German figure skater with a film-star face, she had returned to her home country when the war
began to care for her ailing father; Cassidy later heard she died during an Allied bombing raid.
But in the weeks after the German surrender, the US Army finds her in Bavaria, stricken with
amnesia and married to Manfred Muller, an SS swashbuckler at the top of the army’s mostwanted list. In the war’s last days, Muller escaped Germany with a historic golden minotaur
sculpture, planning to sell the statue and use the proceeds to establish a Nazi underground in
the United States. When Muller disappears in the wilds of Maine, the army gives Cassidy a
chance to serve his country. To catch the Nazi, he’ll use his wife as bait, and hope he doesn’t
lose her a second time.
In this personal book from the star of many beloved and classic film comedies -- from The
Producers to Young Frankenstein, Blazing saddles to Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory
-- Gene Wilder writes about a side of his life the public hasn't seen on the screen. Kiss Me Like
a Stranger is not an autobiography in the usual sense of the word, and it's certainly not another
celebrity "tell-all." Instead, Wilder has chosen to write about resonant moments in his life,
events that led him to an understanding of the art of acting, and -- more important -- to an
understanding of how to give love to and receive love from a woman. Wilder writes
compellingly about the creative process on stage and screen, and divulges moments from life
on the sets of some of the most iconic movies of our time. In this book, he talks about
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everything from his experiences in psychoanalysis to why he got into acting and later comedy
(his first goal was to be a Shakespearean actor), and how a Midwestern childhood with a sick
mother changed him. Wilder explains why he became an actor and writer, and about the funny,
wonderful movies he made with Mel Brooks, Woody Allen, Richard Pryor, and Harrison Ford,
among many others. He candidly reveals his failures in love, and writes about the
overwhelming experience of marrying comedienne Gilda Radner, as well as what finally had to
happen for him to make a true and lasting commitment to another woman. A thoughtful,
revealing, and winsome book about life, love, and the creative process, the New York Times
bestseller Kiss Me Like A Stranger is one actor's life in his own words.
"In that moment, there arose all the resolve I hoped would be with me when I finally met her,
and my vertigo turned to exultation. So what if she was married? I had contemplated that long
ago, and decided I'd have her anyway." Joshua Rivers was born to expect great things. A
former child prodigy and the son of a lottery winner, he also believes himself blessed with a
vision of his perfect destiny and his perfect love. Now in his early twenties, Joshua already
feels left behind by life. His long-time lover Lilian Lau is well on her way to becoming a famous
artist, and his former classmates are also racing toward their success. Meanwhile, he waits for
the moment, and the girl, that will show him his time has finally arrived. When it does, he
resolves to take what is his, whatever it costs him or anyone. Kiss Me, Genius Boy is the first
part of the No More Dreams series: an unusual story about love, ambition, and the problems of
being privileged. ---- Praise for Kiss Me Genius Boy: "I’ve been telling my friends how
refreshing it is to read something by one of my generation, instead of something by someone
that's dead. … Above all I admired the pithy, adroit little maxims on the nature of things." —Dylan
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Thorn, author of I'm Dead "Uniquely refreshing … particularly erotic in its unabashed
candidness." —Madeline R. "A page turner, very funny and unusually honest and frank … Lily
really steals the show. A nymphomaniacal exploiter of men and women, a deeply interesting,
entertaining and wild character who lights up every page she is on." —Nicola G. "Just read
Berko scene from KMGB. Kick ASS! That scene just earnt me buying vol 2 when it comes out.
Lily needs a cape and skin-tight leather pants. Lily needs her own graphic novel. Lily should be
immortal, and probably is. Read KMGB so you can meet Lily. I secretly think she is Joshua's
alter-ego. I think she might now also be mine." —Esme F. "Simple, direct but with subtle,
thought-provoking passages about self-awareness and one’s relation to life and others. I can’t
wait for the next book." —Aiza C. "Honestly I love it. It made me realize more the complexities
and dimensions of love and loving." —Mary J. T.
Sleeping with the enemy has never been so complicated. Twenty-eight-year-old Brooklyn
Campbell is having a bad day. A speeding ticket, a towed car, and a broken heel are all
working against her laid-back vibe. To top it all off, her birth mother, whom she's never met,
has requested contact. The only bright spot is an impromptu date with a beautiful and
mysterious brunette. Jessica Lennox is what you would call a high-powered executive. She's
the head of a multimillion-dollar advertising firm in New York City, and it didn't happen by
accident. But when the blonde head turner from the wine bistro turns out to be her number one
competitor, her life gets infinitely more complex. Is New York big enough for both Brooklyn and
Jessica? Maybe it's just time they experienced it together...
Dating. Isn't there a better way? Reorder your romantic life in the light of God's word and find
more fulfillment than the dating game could ever give - a life of purposeful singleness.
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The three Baci sisters are on a mission to save the family winery by transforming it into a
wedding destination. When Stevie Baci playfully names her own side business Napa Princess
Limousine, she never dreamed she'd be driving a real prince around Napa Valley. Jacques
Parini, aka "Jack", is looking to expand his family's wine interests. But after kissing Stevie, he
finds this California girl in a black chauffeur's hat does more than drive him crazy.
The book follows WB, a young genius, as he moves through his life and becomes a man. He
has lost both parents, and thus he became homeless. He strikes out on his own using tools his
parents have taught him. He lives alone in a tree his first winter. He follows different people he
meets, and they mutually impact each other's lives. He has personal obstacles to overcome
such as being only twelve years old and having albinism. The characters are both interesting
and realistic; they really bring the story to life, compelling the reader to discover the outcome.
Through personal anecdotes and careful examination of Scripture, Carolyn McCulley
challenges single women to regard their singleness not as a burden, but as a gift from God that
allows them to perform a unique role in the body of Christ.
This suburbanite is about to meet a dashing spy… Isabel “Stan” Stanley is stuck in a rut in the
DC suburbs. As a wannabe romance writer, she hopes a sexy muse falls into her lap. But she
never expected a handsome spy to dive through her sunroof… Pursued by a hail of bullets,
international CIA Agent Kelvin Kapone didn’t have plans to make friend. But when his latest
mission puts him in the bewildering burbs, the charming Stan is a surprisingly strong guide. As
he discovers a chilling terrorist plot, Kelvin doesn’t want to admit that he may just need the
suburbanite’s help… Despite her best efforts, Stan can’t break free from the dangerous
mission. And while being in close quarters with a sexy spy is getting her great material for her
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novel, it won’t do her much good if they both end up dead… The Spy Who Kissed Me is a
suspenseful comedic romance novel. If you like high-stakes action, laugh-out-loud scenes, and
stories where opposites attract, then you’ll love Pauline Baird Jones’ award-winning tale of
espionage. Buy The Spy Who Kissed Me to pucker up for a fun, flirty escape today!
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